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Abstract

The aim of this study was to check the validity of data records in meteorological data sets
obtained from three independent measuring stations during the year 2012. First step was to
find time intervals where these stations measured simultaneously. These intervals were further
used to cross-check the data to validate and verify the data records. Finally some correlation
analysis was performed on available data to find out whether there are some dependencies
between measured quantities.
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Introduction

The motivation for this experimental campaign comes from a larger project dedicated to atmo-
spheric pollution dispersion in the proximity of an opencast coal mine. Because of a high levels of
airborne dust pollution, the wind direction and magnitude plays a crucial role in both, the predic-
tion of a pollution ad in identification of its sources. Therefore an array of meteorological stations
was crated around the area of interest and as a complement, some simplified check-points with only
basic instrumentation were placed inside the mining area. The reason was to get some data from
places being as close as possible to mining works and estimated main sources of pollution. There
were three pylons installed in an open area within a distance of only few hundred meters from the
major mining activity. Only wind speed, wind direction and air temperature were measured and
recorded at these pylons.

Figure 1: Measuring pylons..

The data were stored on a local temporary data-logger, from where the data were regularly
manually downloaded and uploaded to online data storage for further processing. Due to the ex-
perimental character of the newly developed and installed meteorological instruments, the resulting
data were quite often incomplete or invalid [3]. So one of the major tasks was to sort, verify and
validate the acquired data before using them for further purposes.



For simplicity the three pylons were assigned a code names zelena (green), bila (white) and ruda
(red). The data from these pylons were recorded in separate text files with specific formatting. Due
to relatively high frequency of data measurement, the data files are quite large. It’s hardly possible
to process these files manually in some standard spreadsheet application and thus it was decided
to use the MATLAB environment for automated data sorting, processing and visualizations shown
below.

The three measuring pylons were installed close to each other (within a distance of approx.
100 meters [4]) so that the independent measurements can be evaluated independently, however
close relations between the measured data time-series are expected. The evaluated variables are
the wind speed , wind direction and local air temperature.

Due to frequent power supply shortages, mechanical failures of wind probes and unexpected
software malfunctioning, some collected data records are invalid. E.g. the data form the ruda (red)
pylon were stored in a wrong format on the 30th of March in 2012, and thus about 1280 records
had to be excluded from processing. Sample of such invalid data record is shown in the figure 2.

Figure 2: Invalid data sample.

In certain cases there is a doubt about the validity of the data as e.g. in the case of tem-
peratures that differ significantly from public available data provided by the archive of the Czech
Hydrometeorological Institute (see figure 3).

Figure 3: Temperatures in the archive of the Czech Hydrometeorological Institute

Where it was possible, the data were reformatted and corrected before being used for further
statistical processing.



Analysis of the experimental data

The raw data time-series were available in different time periods from each of the measuring pylons.
So at the first step, the intervals where the stations worked simultaneously had to be determined.
The working intervals for the the three pylons are shown in the figure 4, where the color lines
denote working periods and arrows denote the centers of malfunctioning intervals.
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TIME OF MEASUREMENT

Figure 4: Measuring times by months in 2012

The are quite few time periods when all the probes worked simultaneously. Thus it was hard to
find some longer time-series for some statistical cross-correlation [1, 2]. The example of available
data sets for the pylon zelena is summarized in the table shown in figure 5.

The example of correlation results for selected period is shown in the figure 7. The figure shows

Figure 5: Length of recorded segments obtained at the pylon zelena.

that, except for temperature, which is expected to cyclically vary in time, the measured data do
not exhibit dependence between variables, i.e. wind speed doesn’t correlates neither towards nor
with time or temperature. The same can be observed for wind direction.

Data analysis for two probes

A longer continuous time series of data is necessary for statistical processing of cross-correlations
between different measuring stations. Therefore the time interval 31.3.2012 19:53–19.4.2012 10:15
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Analýza dat pro dvě sondy: 
Jako souvislou časovou řadu, v níž byla paralelně získávána měření pro dvě sondy 
(BILA a RUDA), jsme vybrali úsek délky 26784,  tj. cca ¼ dat, který byl souvislý. 
Jednalo se o časové období 31. 3. 2012 19:53 – 19. 4. 2012 10:15.  
 
V obrázcích 2., 3. a 4. jsou vykresleny tzv. rozptylové grafy (scatter plots) pro 
jednotlivá měřící místa (RUDA, BILA, ZELENA). Z obrázků je zřejmé, že                 
s vyjímkou teploty, která se dle očekávání cyklicky mění v čase, naměřená data 
nevykazují závislost mezi jednotlivými proměnnnými. Tj. rychlost nekoreluje ani       
se směrem ani s časem ani s teplotou, a podobně směr nekoreluje ani s časem ani s 
teplotou. 
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Obr. 2. Rozptylový graf pro měřící sondu ZELENA 

v období 31. 3. 2012 19:53 – 19. 4. 2012 10:15 
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Figure 6: Scatter chart of data from pylon zelena in the period 31.03.2012–19.04.2012

was chosen because the probes at bila and ruda worked simultaneously, providing 26,784 individual
data records without interruption, which is approximately 1

4 of the whole continuous data sets.
The cross-correlations were processed for the two selected measuring stations in order to identify

possible similarities or discrepancies in the acquired data. The correlation scatter plots are shown
in the figure 7, where on the main diagonal the histograms of individual variables are shown
for variables measured at pylons ruda and bila. Temperatures ruda and bila are together well
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Časový úsek v období 31. 3. 2012 19:53 – 19. 4. 2012 10:15 již má vypovídací 
hodnotu, a měly by se dát zjistit jednotlivé závislosti naměřených experimentálních 
dat. Tuto jednu čtvrtinu dat jsme také zpracovali do rozptylového  diagramu, který je 
zobrazen na obr. 5. 
 
Na hlavní diagonále jsou znázorněny histogramy jednotlivých proměnných pro sondy 
BILA a RUDA.  

• Teploty RUDA a BILA spolu korelují dle očekávání dobře. Teplota se 
cyklicky střídá (má periodické chování).  

• Rychlost a teplota spolu nekorelují.  
• Rychlost a směr spolu taktéž nekorelují. 
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Obr. 5. Rozptylový graf pro měřící sondu RUDA a BILA                                               
v období    31. 3. 2012 19:53 – 19. 4. 2012 10:15. 

 
Grafy ukazují na závislost mezi: 

• BILA rychlost, RUDA směr; 
• RUDA rychlost, BILA směr; 

 
což logicky nedává smysl. Podrobnější náhled závislosti RUDA rychlost a BILA směr 
viz obr. 6. Také typ rozdělení veličin rychlost a směr je pro RUDA přesně opačně než 
pro BILA. Což je při nejmenším zvláštní. Je otázkou, zda zde nedošlo k záměně dat. 
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Figure 7: Scatter chart for data from pylons ruda and bila in the period 31.03.2012–19.04.2012

correlated as expected. The temperature is cyclically alternating (a periodic behavior). Wind
speed and temperature do not correlate. The data however show a significant correlation between



the wind speed at bila and wind direction at ruda as well as wind direction at bila with wind speed
at ruda. Detailed preview of the wind speed at ruda and wind direction at pylon bila is shown
in figure 8. Also, the type of distribution of values for wind speed and wind direction for ruda is
exactly the opposite of what was found for bila.
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Obr. 6. Rozptylový graf pro BILOU a RUDOU sondu 
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Figure 8: Scatter plot for wind speed and direction at pylons bila and ruda.

These correlation make no physical sense. The detailed comparison with the data from the
remaining zelena pylon confirmed that the probes at the bila pylon were incorrectly connected to
data logger which led to invalid (switched) data records.

Data analysis for the three probes

As an example of a situation where we have data for all three probes simultaneously, the period
of 9.6.2012 19:19–22:53 16.6.2012, i.e. 10 295 values (about 10% of data).

Results and correlations for this week confirm what we have seen for the analysis of two probes
ruda and bila in the text and figures above. As expected, the temperatures for all three probes
are strongly correlated. Neither wind wind speed nor wind direction correlate with temperature.
This logically makes sense. However the type of distribution for wind speed and wind direction for
ruda is exactly the opposite of bila. This confirms the incorrect data outputs connection at the
wind probe at pylon bila

Conclusions & Remarks

The data analysis revealed several important problems in the chain of data acquisition, storage
and processing. Some of them have been identified and corrected thanks to the above described
data pre-processing and statistical analysis. The incorrectly connected probes at pylon bila were
fixed and the corresponding data files can now easily be corrected before being further processed.

Despite the aforementioned shortcomings and problems, it can be concluded that the measured
values can then be cleaned used as input data in the analysis, which will provide us with information
about the default dispersion conditions and other weather phenomena observed in the area of
surface mine.

The research has uncovered many problems in measuring and storing records that are mostly
of a technical nature. In particular that for statistical analysis of the measured values can be used
only continuous regions. These problems will be necessary to address in any future investigation
based on the currently acquired data.
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Obr. 10. Rozptylový graf pro měřící sondu BILA 
v období od 9. 6. 2012 19:19 – 16.6.2012 22:53 
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Obr.11 . Rozptylový graf pro všechny tři sondy                                                                  
v období od 9. 6. 2012 19:19 – 16.6.2012 22:53  
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Figure 9: Scatter chart for data from all three pylons in the period 9.6.2012–16.6.2012
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